The first day in Europe is an unforgettable experience in my life. Because I attended the “預官” exam, I arrive the Netherland just when the “Orientation camp” began. We take a bus to a small rural town in the southern Netherland. (I never remember the name since I can’t pronounce the Dutch word.) In 2011, the Orientation camp is only for master exchange student. Here I met all the master exchange students, and we together had several interaction activities that made us much familiar with each other. It’s really like our “freshman camp” in our freshman year. However, the orientation is hosted by a training institution rather than senior students, so all the activity will focus on “get familiar with your friends” or “create the team spirit”.

The night is obviously the party night. All the exchange students went to the bar for relax and played the drinking game. For me, I seldom drink in Taiwan, so it’s a challenge for me at first. After the 5 month training, I do enjoy the drinking during the night time and hang out with friends.